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Abstract: It is difficult to control the quality of Korla pear with different degrees of maturity during storage.  Here, a method 

was proposed for predicting the effects of harvest maturity and cold storage time on the quality indices (soluble solid content 

(SSC) and Vitamin C (Vc) content) of Korla pear.  The generalized regression neural network (GRNN) and adaptive 

neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) were employed to predict the quality changes of Korla fragrant pear fruit during storage.  

The results demonstrated that during cold storage the SSC in pears with 10%-70% harvest maturity showed continuous 

increases in the first 90 d of storage and then a slight decline thereafter, while that in pears with 80% and 90% harvest maturity 

exhibited slow decreases throughout the storage process.  With the extension of storage time, the Vc content of pears with 

10%-90% harvest maturity showed continuous decreases.  The harvest maturity of Korla pear was extremely positively 

correlated with SSC and Vc content (p < 0.01) in a given storage period.  Storage time showed an extremely significant 

negative correlation with the Vc content (p < 0.01) at the 40%-90% harvest maturity and an significant negative correlation with 

the Vc content (p < 0.05) at the 10%-30% harvest maturity.  At the 10%-70% harvest maturity, storage time showed a 

significant positive correlation with the SSC (p < 0.05).  The trained model could well predict the variation trend of quality 

indices of pear fruit during storage.  The ANFIS with the input membership function of gbellmf had the best performance in 

predicting the SSC (RMSE=0.175; R2=0.98), and that with the input membership function of trimf exhibited the best 

performance in predicting Vc content (RMSE=0.075; R2 =0.99).  The research findings can provide reference for predicting the 

fruit nutritional quality at delivery and decision-making on the storage time of Korla fragrant pear. 
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1  Introduction

 

Korla pear is an agricultural product of national geographical 

indication[1,2].  In general, it is harvested centrally and stored 

chronically.  How to guarantee the storage quality of Korla pear is 

still critically important but very challenging.  Storage in 

refrigeration houses under cold storage temperature after harvest 

and then marketing at proper time have been the main way to 

prolong the supply and promote the economic value of Korla pear[3].  

At present, the delivery time of Korla pear from warehouse is 

mainly determined by market supply-demand conditions and 

subjective experiences.  However, it is far from accurate to 

determine the quality changes of pears during storage based on 

subjective experiences, which possibly results in poor quality at 

delivery and consequently loss of economic values of the products.  

In particular, the nutritional quality of Korla pear cannot be 
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determined during storage, which results in the decrease of the 

commodity value of Korla pear with high nutrition content.  

Therefore, clarifying the variation laws of the nutritional quality of 

Korla pear during storage and establishing a reliable nutritional 

quality prediction model can provide important guidance for the 

control of delivery quality and delivery time, which is of great 

significance in real production of Korla pear. 

Korla pear is a kind of food, so its nutritional value should be 

first considered.  Nutritional value of pears is characterized by 

soluble solid content (SSC) and Vitamin C (Vc) content which are 

often used as the main nutritional quality indices[4,5].  In order to 

control nutritional quality of pears during storage, many studies 

have been carried out on the variation laws of SSC and Vc content 

of pears.  For example, Wang et al.[6] demonstrated that storage 

temperature could significantly influence SSC and Vc content of 

Korla pear.  Rizzolo et al.[7] indicated that SSC was higher in 

controlled atmosphere and dynamic controlled atmosphere than in 

air during storage.  Jia et al.[8] demonstrated that 

1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP) could significantly inhibit the 

decline of Vc content but had no significant effect on SSC.  These 

studies were mainly focused on the influence of storage conditions 

on fruit quality, but the effect of harvest maturity, which is also 

critical to the quality of fruit during storage, has been largely 

ignored[9].  Therefore, some scholars have discussed the influence 

of harvest maturity on the quality of postharvest pear fruits.  For 

instance, Boonyakiat et al.[10] found that harvest maturity has great 

impacts on the rotting rate and quality changes of d’Anjou pear.  

Blanckenberg et al.[11] analyzed the behaviors of consumers and 

found that maturity affected the quality of Forelle pear, Packhams 

Triumph pear and Abate Fetel pear, thus influencing the 
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consumers’ purchase selection.  It is important to note that pear 

fruits suffer from quality decline along with storage time.  Dong 

et al.[12] demonstrated that treatment with 1-MCP still cannot 

maintain the quality of the pears after long-term storage.  

Therefore, the storage time limit, which is largely determined by 

the maturity of pear fruits, should be fully considered under all 

storage modes[13].  Harvest maturity and storage time are two 

important factors that influence the storage quality of pears.  It 

is extremely important to reveal the variation laws of pear quality 

at different harvest maturity and storage time and develop quality 

prediction models.   

Recently, generalized regression neural network (GRNN) and 

adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) have been widely 

applied to study the quality of fruits and vegetables owing to their 

high training speed and prediction accuracy[14].  For example, they 

have been applied to the prediction of SSC in apples and ascorbic 

content in fresh pineapple, and used to construct a damage 

detection and classification model of Myrica rubra[15-17].  

Nevertheless, there has been little research on their application in 

predicting the nutritional quality of pears under storage. 

 In sum, the objectives of this research are (1) to study the the 

variation law of SSC and Vc content in Korla pear at different 

levels of harvest maturity during cold storage, (2) to construct a 

GRNN model and an ANFIS model for predicting SSC and Vc 

content, and (3) to compare the performance of the two models in 

predicting SSC and Vc content to determine the best prediction 

model. 

2  Materials and method 

2.1  Sample preparation 

With reference to the national and industrial standards[18,19], 

Korla pear samples were collected from the Pear Garden of the 

Alar City 12th Regime, the first Division of Xinjiang Production 

Construction Group from August 31st to October 2nd, 2018.  Pear 

fruits with perfect surface, no diseases and insects, and uniform 

size were collected (100 samples every day).  Then, 20 fruits were 

randomly chosen for the measurement of quality indices.  The 

mean index values were recorded and the harvest maturity was 

calculated according to the quantitative evaluation equation of pear 

maturity[20].  Samples with the same maturity were transferred to 

the refrigeration house and stored under cold storage temperature 

(temperature = (–1±1)°C; relative humidity = 90%±5%).  During 

the storage, all samples were marked and classified according to 

nine maturity levels from 10%-90%. 

2.2  Measurement of quality indices 

During storage, the quality indices of pear samples at nine 

maturity levels were tested every 30 d.  For each maturity level, 

10 pear samples were randomly chosen for the measurement of 

SSC and Vc content, respectively, and the average value was taken 

for each index.  

2.2.1  SSC 

SSC is one of the most important internal properties because it 

is a key parameter for determining the nutritional quality and 

flavour[21,22], and it also could provide valuable information for 

commercial decision making[23,24].  Zero-point alignment of the 

PAL-1 digital refractometer (ATAGO Company, Japan) was 

performed with distilled water.  About 1 cm thick pulp was cut 

below the fruit skin every 120° along the equator of fruit and then 

put in 3-layer gauze to squeeze the juice artificially.  Measuring 

points for SSC of the pear fruit is shown in Figure 1.  The juice 

was filtered and then dropped into the test window of the 

refractometer.  Three SSC values (%) were recorded and the mean 

was calculated as the final SSC value of the samples. 

2.2.2  Vc content 

Vc can represent the nutritional value of the fruit, have an 

antioxidant effect[25], delay the aging process of fruit after 

harvest[25], and have been associated with the prevention of chronic 

diseases in humans[5].  The samples were collected in three points 

in an equal distance along the equator of the fruit.  Measuring 

points for Vc content of the pear fruit is shown in Figure 1.  

Next, 100 g pulp was collected by an electronic analytical balance 

into a mortar and ground into slurry with 2% oxalic acid.  Then, 

30 g of slurry was collected for the later test by 808 Titrando 

automatic potentiometric titrator (Vantone Company, Switzerland).  

The slurry was titrated by using 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol 

solution, and test was ended at titration endpoint.  Three Vc 

content values were recorded and the mean was calculated as the 

final Vc content value of the samples.  The results were expressed 

in mg/100 g. 

 
Figure 1  Measuring points (denoted by ■) for quality indices of 

the pear fruit 
 

2.3  Determination of harvest maturity 

The maturity of samples was determined by the quantitative 

evaluation equation of Korla pear proposed by Lan et al.[20].  

However, pears with the same growth laws might have different 

qualities due to different meteorological conditions and field 

managements in the producing areas[26].  Therefore, it is necessary 

to calibrate the evaluation equation first before the evaluation of the 

fruit maturity.  By analyzing the maturation laws of pears, this 

method determines the variation trend of quality indices during the 

maturation of pears using the following equation: 

1
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              (1) 

where, Mi is the maturity, %; y1 is the initial value of the indices; y2 

is the final value of the indices and yi is the value of a particular 

index. 

In this experiment, the variation ranges of SSC and Vc content 

were 11.48%-15.36% and 1.83-6.05 mg/100 g, respectively.  The 

maturity evaluation equation was calibrated according to Equation 

(2) and Equation (3).  No matter we use Equation (2) or Equation  

(3) , the results are identical for determining maturity.  

3.958 0.258SSC SSCM y 
             

(2) 

0.237 0.434Vc VcM y 
               

(3)
 

where, Mssc is the harvest maturity determined by SSC, %; ySSC is 

the SSC value during harvest period, %; MVc is the harvest maturity 

determined by Vc content, %; yVc is the Vc content value during 

harvest period, mg/100 g. 

2.4  Modeling method 

Two modeling methods, GRNN and ANFIS, were applied in 

the present study.  On this basis, the quality prediction models of 

Korla pear with different harvest maturity during storage were 
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constructed. 

2.4.1  GRNN model 

GRNN is an improved model of radial basis function neural 

network, and is a feed forward neural network model based on 

nonlinear regression theory.  It is characterized by good 

simulation effects, fast calculation and stable results, and shows 

great advantages over the training set of small sample size[27].  

GRNN is composed of an input layer, a pattern layer, a summing 

layer and an output layer.  The structure of GRNN is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2  Basic structure of GRNN model 

 

In the GRNN model, the harvest maturity of pears and storage 

time were used as the network input, and the quality indices of 

pears were set as the network output.  According to the statistics 

of experimental data, a total of 45 groups of datasets were gained, 

from which 70% experimental data were randomly chosen for 

training set and the rest 30% were chosen for testing set.  This is 

also the common practice of most researchers to ensure the amount 

of modeling data and prediction data and make the model 

robust[28,29].  Next, the most important parameter smooth factor σ 

of the GRNN model was determined by a cross-validation search 

algorithm.  The value of σ determines whether the radial basis 

neurons can respond to the interval of input variables.  

2.4.2  ANFIS model 

The essence of ANFIS is to use the relatively mature parameter 

learning algorithm in neural network, namely the back propagation 

algorithm or a back propagation algorithm of hybrid least square 

estimation[30].  The shape parameters of membership functions 

(MFs) of variables in ANFIS are adjusted by learning a given 

group of input-output dataset.  The structure of the ANFIS model 

is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3  General ANFIS architecture 

 

In order to ensure the amount of modeling data and prediction 

data and make the model robust, 70% and 30% experimental data 

were randomly assigned to the training set and testing set of ANFIS 

model, respectively.  The ANFIS tool kit of Matlab 2017 was 

applied for the modeling.  According to the experimental results, 

the input and output parameters were chosen: 1) system inputs: 

harvest maturity and storage time; 2) system output: quality indices.  

The training set was first input, and then an initial fuzzy inference 

system was generated by the selection grid method, as is shown in 

Figure 4. 

A total of eight types of input MFs were applied, including  

trimf, trapmf, gbellmf, gaussmf, gasuss2mf, pimf, dsigmf and 

psigmf.  Linear MFs were chosen for the output.  The parameter 

settings of the input and output of the MFs determine the prediction 

results of the model, and thus have great significance in the 

prediction of quality changes of fruits. 

 

Figure 4  Developed ANFIS structure 
 

2.4.3  Determination of the optimal prediction model 

To obtain the best prediction model, the prediction 

performance of the constructed models was assessed by the 

root-mean-square error (RMSE) and coefficient of linear regression 

line (R2).  The RMSE was calculated as follows: 

2( )N
E P

i

K K
RMSE

N


                (4) 

where, N is the total number of data; KP is the predicted value of 

the model output, and KE is the observed value. 

A good model should be equipped with a lower RMSE value.  

Besides, the model has good performance if the value of R2 is 

within the range of 0.82-0.90, whereas a R2 value higher than 0.90 

indicates that the model is sufficient to meet specific goals of 

prediction. 

3  Experimental results and analysis 

3.1  Variation law of pear quality in the storage process 

3.1.1  Variation law of SSC in the storage process 

Figure 5 shows the variation law of SSC in Korla pear at 

different levels of harvest maturity during storage.  Generally, 

SSC increased firstly and then decreased during the storage.  The 

pears with higher harvest maturity had higher SSC than those with 

lower harvest maturity throughout the storage period.  Specifically, 

the SSC in pears with 10%-70% harvest maturity showed 

continuous increases in the first 90 d of storage and then a slight 

decline thereafter, while that in pears with 80% and 90% harvest 

maturity exhibited slow decreases throughout the storage process. 

 

Figure 5  Relationship between SSC and storage time 
 

In the growth stage of pears, SSC increases continuously with 

the development of fruit, particular at the middle and late growth 

stages, and reaches the maximum when the fruit is completely 

mature[31].  Therefore, high-maturity pears have higher SSC than 

low-maturity pears.  Since pear is a typical kind of climacteric 

fruits, the starch in the fruit can be transformed to soluble sugar in 

the early period of storage to satisfy the energy demand by 
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respiration, which can explain the continuous increases in SSC at 

the early storage stage.  However, the soluble sugar transformed 

from starch cannot provide enough energy for the gradually 

enhanced respiration in the late storage period, resulting in 

continuous decline of SSC[32].  

3.1.2  Variation laws of Vc content in the storage process 

Figure 6 shows the variation laws of Vc content in Korla pear 

at different harvest maturity with storage time.  Clearly, there 

were great differences between high-maturity and low-maturity 

pears in term of Vc content in the early storage process.  

High-maturity pears had higher Vc content than low-maturity pears 

throughout the storage process.  Besides, with the extension of 

storage time, the Vc content of pears with different levels of 

maturity showed continuous decreases.  

 

Figure 6  Relationship between Vc content and storage time 
 

Vc accumulates quickly in pears at the late growth stage.  

However, low-maturity pear fruits were harvested before the 

complete synthesis of Vc and lost nutrient supply from the tree, 

resulting in their lower Vc content than high-maturity pear fruits[33].  

Pears suffer from great Vc loss after long-time storage.  

Low-maturity pears can maintain Vc content, while high-maturity 

pears consume Vc quickly[34].  Therefore, high-maturity pears 

showed a more dramatic decrease in Vc content than low-maturity 

pears. 

3.2  Correlations of harvest maturity and storage time with 

quality indices 

Correlation analysis results of storage time and harvest 

maturity with quality indices are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.  

According to the general analysis, the harvest maturity of Korla 

pear was extremely positively correlated with SSC and Vc content 

(p < 0.01) in a given storage period.  At the 40%-90% harvest 

maturity, storage time showed an extremely significant negative 

correlation with the Vc content (p < 0.01).  At the 10%-30% 

harvest maturity, storage time showed an significant negative 

correlation with the Vc content (p < 0.05).  And at the 10%-70% 

harvest maturity, storage time showed a significant positive 

correlation with the SSC (p < 0.05).  To sum up, there are certain 

internal relations among harvest maturity, storage time and quality 

indices of pears. 
 

Table 1  Correlations between harvest maturity and quality 

indices of Korla pear within the same storage time 

Storage time 

/d 

Correlation between harvest 

maturity and SSC 

Correlation between harvest 

maturity and Vc content 

0 0.943** 0.929** 

30 0.980** 0.976** 

60 0.974** 0.979** 

90 0.941** 0.981** 

120 0.957** 0.973** 

Note: ** represents extremely significant correlation (p < 0.01). 

Table 2  Correlations between storage time and quality indices 

of Korla pear at the same harvest maturity 

Maturity/% 
Correlation between storage 

time and SSC 

Correlation between storage 

time and Vc content 

10 0.874*
 –0.931*

 

20 0.917*
 –0.947*

 

30 0.906*
 –0.942*

 

40 0.879*
 –0.971**

 

50 0.891*
 –0.939**

 

60 0.894*
 –0.968**

 

70 0.912*
 –0.979**

 

80 –0.469 –0.983**
 

90 –0.734 –0.964**
 

Note: * refers to significant correlation (p < 0.05) and ** represents extremely 

significant correlation (p < 0.01). 
 

3.3  Prediction model of pear quality indices 

3.3.1  Prediction of SSC and Vc content in Korla pear based on 

GRNN model 

According to the analysis of the training results of GRNN 

model, the optimal smooth factor σ for predicting the SSC of pears 

was 0.36 and that for predicting the Vc content was 0.34, when the 

model showed the best prediction performance and the smallest 

error.  Subsequently, the remaining data were input into the two 

trained models, resulting in two groups of prediction values.  

Through linear fitting between the observed and predicted values, it 

was found that the R2 and RMSE of the GRNN model were 0.97 

and 0.28 in predicting the SSC of pears, and 0.97 and 0.30 in 

predicting the Vc content, respectively.  The fitting results are 

shown in Figure 7.  These results demonstrate that the trained 

GRNN model can effectively predict the relations of SSC and Vc 

content with the harvest maturity and storage time of pears. 

 
a. SSC 

 
b. Vc content 

Figure 7  Relationships between observed and predicted values of 

quality indices of Korla pear by the GRNN models 
 

3.3.2  Prediction of SSC in Korla pear based on ANFIS model 

In the model training stage, the initial ANFIS model was 

generated by the meshing method and eight types of MFs were 
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applied for the fuzzification of the input data.  Hybrid learning can 

help to perfect the parameters of ANFIS model in each stage to 

decrease the errors to the maximum extent. 

After the training stage, the ANFIS model was tested on an 

independent dataset.  The correlations between the observed 

values and predicted values obtained from model training and 

prediction are shown in Figure 8.  In addition, the RMSE and R2 

values of the training set and testing set are listed in Table 3.  

Under all MFs, the R2 values between the observed and predicted 

values are higher than 0.96, implying that the trained ANFIS model 

can predict the variation trend of SSC in Korla pear during storage.  

In addition, further analysis showed that the ANFIS model with 

gbellmf as the input MF had better performance than that with 

other MFs.  Hence, the ANFIS model based on gbellmf can be 

used to well predict the changes of SSC in pears throughout the 

storage process. 

 
a. trimf b. trapmf c. gbellmf 

 
d. gaussmf e. gasuss2mf f. pimf 

 
g. dsigmf h. psigmf  

 

Figure 8  Correlations between observed and predicted SSC of Korla pear during storage by the ANFIS model with different MFs at 

training and prediction phases 
 

Table 3  Root mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) for the prediction of SSC by the ANFIS model with 

different input MFs at the training and prediction phases   

Membership 
functions 

Training stage Prediction stage 

RMSE R
2
 RMSE R

2
 

trimf 0.049 0.99 0.222 0.98 

trapmf 0.078 0.99 0.227 0.97 

gbellmf 0.054 0.99 0.175 0.98 

gaussmf 0.071 0.99 0.220 0.97 

gasuss2mf 0.064 0.99 0.210 0.97 

pimf 0.074 0.99 0.228 0.97 

dsigmf 0.039 0.99 0.231 0.97 

psigmf 0.034 0.99 0.233 0.96 
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3.3.3  Prediction of Vc in Korla pear based on the ANFIS model 

The method for predicting the Vc content in Korla pear based 

on the ANFIS model is consistent with that for SSC prediction.  In 

the training stage, eight input MFs were chosen for fuzzification of 

the input data, and the linear MFs were selected for the output.  

The error-tolerant rate was set as 0 and the iteration times was set 

as 100.  The testing dataset was input into the trained model to 

obtain the prediction values.  Figure 9 shows the correlations 

between the observed and predicted values in the training and 

prediction phases.  The RMSE and R2 values are listed in Table 4. 

 

a. trimf b. trapmf c. gbellmf 

 

d. gaussmf e. gasuss2mf f. pimf 

 

g. dsigmf h. psigmf  
 

Figure 9  Correlations between the observed and predicted Vc content of Korla pear during storage by the ANFIS model with different MFs 

at the training and prediction phases 
 

Table 4  Root mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of 

determination (R2) for Vc content prediction by the ANFIS 

model with different input MFs at the training and  

prediction phases 

Membership 

function 

Training stage Prediction stage 

RMSE R
2
 RMSE R

2
 

trimf 0.045 0.99 0.075 0.99 

trapmf 0.047 0.99 0.164 0.97 

gbellmf 0.039 0.99 0.181 0.97 

gaussmf 0.041 0.99 0.138 0.98 

gasuss2mf 0.043 0.99 0.164 0.97 

pimf 0.046 0.98 0.164 0.97 

dsigmf 0.020 0.99 0.105 0.99 

psigmf 0.016 0.98 0.368 0.91 
 

Table 4 shows that the R2 values between the predicted values 

from the ANFIS model and the observed values are all higher than 

0.91, clearly demonstrating that the trained ANFIS model can 

effectively predict the changes of Vc content in Korla pear 

throughout the storage process under cold storage temperature.  A 

comparative analysis showed that the ANFIS model which used 

trimf as the input MF has the best prediction performance. 

3.3.4  Determination of the optimal prediction model 

The two models obtained were used to predict the variation 

laws of SSC and Vc content in Korla pear in the storage process 

under cold storage temperature.  It was found that when used to 

predict the SSC and Vc content in Korla pear, the GRNN model 

had a R2 value of 0.97; and the ANFIS model had R2 values higher 

than 0.91.  Therefore, both the trained GRNN model and ANFIS 

model can well predict the SSC and Vc content in Korla pear in the 
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storage process based on the data of harvest maturity and storage 

time.  Moreover, the prediction performance of the GRNN model 

and ANFIS model was compared.  The results suggest that the 

ANFIS model based on gbellmf is the most effective in predicting 

the SSC (RMSE = 0.175; R2 = 0.98), while that based on trimf is 

the most effective in predicting the Vc content in Korla pear 

(RMSE = 0.075; R2 = 0.99). 

3.3.5  Model verification 

A storage experiment under cold storage temperature was 

carried out in 2019 to verify the practical performance of the 

optimal prediction model.  The SSC and Vc content in Korla pear 

fruits with the harvest maturity levels of 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 

90% were determined after 30 d, 60 d and 120 d of storage.  

Linear fitting was then carried out between the observed and 

predicted values of the optimal models.  The results are shown in 

Figure 10. 

 
a. SSC 

 
b. Vc content 

Figure 10  Scatter plots of the observed values versus the 

predicted values for (a) SSC by the ANFIS model with gbellmf and 

(b) Vc content by the ANFIS model with trimf 
 

According to the verification experiment, the ANFIS model 

based on gbellmf can achieve a relatively higher prediction 

accuracy for SSC (RMSE = 0.095; R2 = 0.99), while that based on 

trimf shows a relatively higher prediction accuracy for Vc content 

(RMSE = 0.083; R2 = 0.99).  These results suggest that the SSC 

and Vc content in Korla pear during storage can be predicted by 

imputing the data of harvest maturity and storage time into the 

optimal trained model. 

4  Conclusions 

It can be concluded that both harvest maturity and storage time 

can significantly influence the SSC and Vc content in Korla pear 

throughout the storage process under cold storage temperature.  

During cold storage, the SSC in pears with 10%-70% harvest 

maturity showed continuous increases in the first 90 d of storage 

and then a slight decline thereafter, while that in pears with 80% 

and 90% harvest maturity exhibited slow decreases throughout the 

storage process.  With the extension of storage time, the Vc 

content of pears with 10%-90% harvest maturity showed 

continuous decreases. 

The trained models can be used to effectively predict the 

changes of SSC and Vc content in Korla pear.  The prediction 

performance of GRNN model was compared with that of ANFIS 

model under eight input MFs.  It was found that the ANFIS model 

based on gbellmf had the highest prediction accuracy for SSC and 

that based on trimf can achieve the highest prediction accuracy for 

Vc content. 
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